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China and Pakistan enjoy a lasting bond of friendship since the establishment of diplomatic relations in 1951. The two countries and 

peoples always stand together, no matter how the international and regional landscape, domestic situations of the two countries 

changed, and built up an exceptional, ironclad friendship, representing an outstanding model with different social systems, different 

historical background.

In 2015, President Xi Jinping made a historic state visit to Pakistan, opening a new chapter of bilateral relations termed as an all-

weather strategic cooperative partnership. Under the circumstances, magnificent achievements have been made with the Belt 

and Road Initiative (BRI) and CPEC, forming the layout of economic cooperation which emphasize on power and energy, road and 

trasprotation, Gwadar port and industry. And a batch of landmark projects completed construction and brought into operation smoothly, 

making positive contribution to the economic and social development of Pakistan.

At present, CPEC has entered high quality developmemnt phase, focusing on industry, agriculture and socio-economic cooperation. 

Both sides, as expected, shall continuously implement the consensus reached by the leaders of two countries, promote the 

development of CPEC, and make great efforts to build closer China-Pakistan community with shared future.

Warm congratulationgs on the publication of APCEA Sustainable Development Report 2021 on the occasion of 70th anniversary of the 

establishment of diplomatic relation between China and Pakistan.

Chin-Pakistan Dosti Zindabad!  
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2021 marks the 70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Pakistan. Over the past 70 years, 

China and Pakistan have always trusted and supported each other, regardless of the international and the regional scenarios. Their 

ironclad bond has stood the test of time.Since the COVID-19, China and Pakistan have continued the construction of the “China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor” (CPEC), which was a striking contrast to the global lockdown. This perfectly expressed the meaning of 

the comprehensive strategic partnership between China and Pakistan in the new era.

As an influential non-profit organization of Chinese companies in Pakistan, APCEA aims to create value for Chinese & Pakistani 

companies, give impetus to economic and social development, and promote business exchanges and cooperation between China 

and Pakistan. APCEA has 201 member companies, has invested more than 25 billion U.S. dollars in Pakistan, and employs more than 

30,000 local employees. In 2021, we strengthen exchanges and dialogues with the government and business community, leverage 

platform advantages, expand exchanges and cooperation.

APCEA is committed to fulfilling sustainable development topics such as CSR, environmental protection, green and safe production, 

integration into local development, and training of local talents. APCEA integrates enterprises’ development into local economic and 

social development to achieve mutual benefit and win-win with local government, partners and people.

Nowadays, Cooperation in SEZ, automobiles, textiles, agriculture, and digital economy is booming, we are willing to take this opportunity 

to promote China-Pakistan economic and trade collaboration towards diversification, modernization, sustainable development.
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Since the launching of CPEC in 2013, the economic and trade cooperation between China and Paksitan enters the fast lane. China is 

the the largest trade partner with Pakistan consecutively for the last seven years and is the coutry who made the most FDI in Pakistan 

for the past eight years in a row. The cooperation fields between two countries have gradually expanded from traditional power and 

energy, road and trasprotation to finance, automobile, mobile phone, telecommunication, electrical appliance, textile, and agriculture 

etc., showcasing great vigor and vitality. In the coming future, both side will unleash the potential in the fields of digital and green 

economy through jointly promoting bilateral cooperation on e-commerce, the internet of things, financial technology, cloud computing, 

big data, green energy, and green industry.

The All Pakistan Chinese Enterprises Association (APCEA) is the self-deciplined organization for all Chinese companies in Pakistan, 

which plays an important role in promoting bilateral economic and trade cooperation, providing services to Chinese companies, 

guiding APCEA members to fulfill social responsibility, and bridging the gap between Chinese companies and local government. The 

APCEA sustainable development report 2021 features the achievements in regard to the economic and trade cooperation made by 

the Chinese enterprises in Pakistan, provides an overview of their record of fulfilling CSR, and put forward their suggestions to the 

sustainable development of bilateral economic and trade cooperation.

Congratulations on the launching of the 1st version of APCEA sustainable development report 2021 !
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Berif Introduction of All-Pakistan Chinese Enterprises' Association

Ⓛ₌槸ⶴ
Leaders of APCEA

All-Pakistan Chinese Enterprises’ Association 

(APCEA) is a self-disciplined organization for 

Chinese Enterprises based in Pakistan and 

functions under the leadership of the office 

Economics & Commercial affairs, Embassy of 

China to Pakistan. APCEA is in the arena of 

Business and Investment in accordance with 

Pakistani laws, operating 3 region branches 

Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi, as well as 7 

sector branches by industry.

At present, APCEA has 201 members, all of which 

have business activities in Pakistan across a 

wide range of fields including: Energy,Minerals, 

Infrastructure, Communications, Industrial 

manufacturing, Trade, Textile and Finance.

Since its establishment, APCEA has been 

committed to enhance the connectivity 

between member enterprises and the local 

industrial as well as commercial circles. It 

has set up an information sharing and service 

platform that has led to the enlargement of 

economic and trade cooperation between 

Pakistan and China. APCEA has rendered 

its services in order to flourish the B2B 

cooperation between China and Pakistan.

Mark Meng
CEO
Huawei Technologies Pakistan 
(Private) Limited
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Ren Lihui
Chief Executive Officer of China 
Power Hub Generation Company
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Yao Feixiong
CEO
China Three Gorges South Asia 
Investment Ltd
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Sunny Yang
General Manager
TCL Electronics Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd.
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XIAO Hua
general manager
CHINA CONSTRUCTION 
THIRD ENGINEERING BUREAU 
INTERNATIONAL
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Zhang Baozhong
Chairman of China Overseas Ports 
Holding Comapny Limited
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Yangjianduo
Chairman of APCEA
Chief Representative of Powerchina
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WANG Jie
Country Manager & CEO
Bank of China Limited Pakistan 
Operations
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Lyu Ming
General Manager
China Road and Bridge Corporation 
(CRBC) Pakistan Office
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HONG NA
General Manager
CGGC Pakistan Branch
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Wang Wensheng
Chief Representative
China Railway Group Limited Pakistan
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CHEN Yuncheng
CEO & General Manager, Country 
Head
ICBC Pakistan Operations
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Zhang Lei
President/CEO,  
Pak Matiari-Lahore Transmission 
Company (Pvt) Ltd.
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Zhang Liang
Chief Representative  
China North Industries CORP. 
Pakistan
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Thank You For Being Part of APCEA
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Business Instruction Highlights of cooperation

Gwadar

Energy Sector

Transportation sector

Industrial cooperation

Financing, Technology and Trade

Co-sharing, the Model of Social Responsibility fulfillment
Improving people's Livelihood

Implementing Eco-friendly Development

Join hands to fight pandemic

Help developing local education

Communication integration, co-sharing development
Education and training for the growth of employess 

Innovation leads high quality development

Integration build friendship bridge

Prospects to promote sustainable development
outlook for the sustainable developmen of APCEA
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Gwadar Port is close to the Arabian Sea and located at the mouth of the Persian Gulf, connecting the Middle East, Central Asia and 

South Asia. It is an important node in the construction of the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road, is known as  the "Crown Pearl" of the 

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, and is of great driving significance to the economic development of western Pakistan. In 2013, 

COPHC took over the Gwadar Port operation rights, under the planning of CPEC, with increasing investment, the Gwadar Port from a 

small and almost wasted terminal, has been developed into a large cargo ship, container, LPG, warehousing and logistics, transport 

services and other multi-functional modern terminal.

The Gwadar Free Trade Zone is adjacent to the Gwadar Port with 923 hectares. Using location advantages and preferential 

policies, has been built into a comprehensive modern free trade zone with a set of industrial manufacturing, logistics, transit 

trade, manufacturing, exhibition, conference, environmental protection, agriculture and forestry, tourism and education, science 

and technology research and development, finance and  insurance, legal services. It is a crucially essential node of CPEC and the 

economic development engine of Western Pakistan.
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Chinese enterprises to fulfill their corporate social responsibility, 

environmental protection and construction of harmonious community 

as a priority, through rebuilding infrastructure, strengthening skill 

training, build schools to donate, disease resistance, cooperation, 

disaster relief donations, poverty alleviation and other ways to 

improve production and living conditions of local, strengthen local 

self development ability.

Since 2020, the economy and society have been hit by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks to effective measures of international 

cooperation and vaccination, the economy has gradually recovered, 

but it is still unbalanced and unstable. Chinese businesses in 

Pakistan have invested resources to build a protective network 

and donated a large amount of materials and cash to Pakistan, 

with a total value of over rs 500 million. Economic development 

is the basis for victory over the epidemic. Chinese companies 

have actively promoted the steady development of production and 

operation to help local economic recovery under the epidemic 

situation.

Green earth is the common pursuit of mankind, and green has 

always been the underpinning of the Belt and Road Initiative. 

President Xi Jinping stressed that "we should take green as the 

underpinning, promote green infrastructure construction, green 

investment and green finance, and protect our common home." 

Chinese companies in Pakistan strictly abide by international 

and Pakistani standards on safety and environmental protection 

and protect the ecological environment. In the construction of 

infrastructure projects, ecological factors have been fully taken 

into account, and a number of green, low-carbon and sustainable 

clean energy projects have been implemented. We will actively 

use advanced technology to strengthen environmental prevention, 

protection and vegetation restoration.

Chinese-funded enterprises have taken root in the local area, 

jointly shared economic development dividends with the local area, 

and built a community of shared interests with the local area. We 

will actively help local communities develop their economy and 

improve people's livelihood, attract local employees, and deepen 

localized operations. By focusing on serving china-Pakistan 

economic and trade exchanges and high-quality development of 

the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, We will achieve sustainable 

development of Chinese enterprises.

ⓩ欈嵟
3UHIDFH
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China Railway Group Limited (CREC) is a removable large conglomerate. In 2021, 

the Company ranking 35th in the top 500 companies in the world and 5th in the top 

500 Chinese enterprises.

The new Gwadar international airport project covers an area of about 18 square kilometers, including the newly built airport flight 

area project (including the runway length of 3658 meters) and the terminal area project (including the terminal building area of 14,000 

square meters). Airport flight area built by China Railway Beijing Engineering Group.
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East Bay Expressway of Gwadar Port Project is at the connection with the existing 

Makran Coastal Highway. The objective of East Bay Expressway is to provide 

primary connectivity of the Gwadar Port & its Free Zone with the main artery of 

national highway network and smoothing logistic transportation of import, export and 

transit goods.

(DVW�%D\�([SUHVVZD\�RI�*ZDGDU�3RUW�3URMHFW

East Bay Expressway passes through the northern mountains of Gwadar

ᾎ㿰ㅝ憑彡䯱廼䙎愰ⶆ⒉扚ⷣ⒬
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The Qasim 2X660MW coal-fired power plant project in Pakistan is the first energy project under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 

and has attracted great attention from the heads of government of China and Pakistan. The project has a total installed capacity 

of 1.32 million kilowatts and an average annual generating capacity of about 9 billion kw•h. It adopts supercritical coal-fired power 

generation technology and uses mature and high-quality Chinese equipment. It has the advantages of high unit efficiency, low power 

generation heat consumption, advanced technology, energy conservation and environmental protection, and its emission standards 

reach the world advanced level, so it will be a real green power station. The project has achieved the goal of completing all milestones 

on time or ahead of schedule, and the project quality and unit performance have set the best record in the history of the same period 

in Pakistan, effectively demonstrating "Chinese speed" and "Chinese quality" to all sectors of society.
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The 2x660MW coal-fired power generation project of China Power Hub Generation 

Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “CPHGC”) is one of the first priority key energy 

projects in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. The project includes two parts: 

a power plant and a dedicated coal terminal. The total investment of the project is 

US$1.995 billion.

It was put into commercial operation as scheduled on August 17, 2019. Till August 

2021, CPHGC has supplied 161 billionkw•h of cheap power to the Pakistani National 

Grid.

CPHGC has won a series of more than 10 honors for engineering quality and 

technology innovation and application, such as National Quality Engineering Golden 

Award, IPMA Bronze Award for International Excellent Management Project, “Luban 

Award”, The first prize for National Electric Power Technology Application and ‘Special 

Contribution to Economy of Region in Pakistan’.

&KLQD�3RZHU�+XE��;���0:�&RDO�ŀUHG�3RZHU�3ODQW

Honorable Prime Minister Imran Khan Attending COD Ceremony

Overall View of CPHGC
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Huaneng Shandong Ruyi (Pakistan) Energy (Private) Limited (HSR)  It is one of the 

priority projects of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor(CPEC), the former is responsible 

for operation. . The power plant adopts Closed Cycle Natural Cooling, simultaneously 

installed the Flue Gas Desulphurization facilities to achieve the "ultra-clean power 

generation" goal.It’s creating the "Sahiwal Quality" and "Sahiwal Speed" record. "The 

power plant has won the "National Outstanding Achievement Award" issued by the 

government of Pakistan, the "National Quality Project Golden Quality Award" issued by 

the China Construction Enterprise Management Association, and other honorary titles.

The Karot hydropower project is the first hydropower investment project under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). It is listed 

as a priority energy cooperation project in the CPEC. It is also the "first order" invested by the Silk Road Fund. It is also the "first order" 

invested by the Silk Road Fund after its establishment, and the largest overseas greenland hydropower project under construction by 

China Three Gorges Corporation (CTG). The project is located on the Jhelum River in Pakistan.

 The installed capacity is 720 MW (4x180MW), the average annual power generation capacity is 3,206 GWh and annual utilization 

period of around 4,000 hours. The total investment of the project is approximately US$ 1.74 billion (approximately RMB 11.3 billion).

The Karot hydropower project will become the fifth largest hydropower station in Pakistan after it is completed and put into operation. 

generating an average of 3.306 billion kw•h of electricity per year. It will solve the problem of electricity supply for more than 2 million 

Pakistani families and about 5 million people per year, effectively alleviating the contradiction between power supply and demand 

in Pakistan. In addition, the government of Punjab province and the Government of AJK, where the project is located, will receive 

approximately us $6.5 million per year in water costs; It is expected to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 3.5 million tons per year. It 

will not only contribute to increasing the proportion of clean energy in Pakistan, optimizing its energy structure and helping to achieve 

global carbon neutrality, but also further promote Pakistan's energy construction and economic and social development.

6DKLZDO�����0:�&RDO�ŀUHG�3RZHU�3ODQW
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The Suki Kinari Hydropower Project is located on the Kunhar 

River in the Manshera District of KPK Province, northern 

Pakistan, with an altitude between 1300m and 2400m. 

The hydropower station is equipped with 4 Pelton turbine 

generator units with a total installed capacity of 884MW. 

After the completion of the project, it can provide Pakistan 

with 3.2 billion kilowatt-hours of clean energy each year.
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China Three Gorges South Asia Investment Ltd (CSAIL) is  a subsidiary of 

China Three Gorges International Corporation(CTGI), which is a secondary 

unit of China Three Gorges Corporation (CTG). As of 2021, CSAIL has five  

greenfield projects in Pakistan, with a total installed capacity of around 

2,630 MW and a total investment of over USD 6 billion, including the Karot 

Hydropower station(Karot HPP) Kohala Hydropower station project（Kohala 

HPP） and the Three Gorges Wind Power Project(TGW), making it the largest 

Chinese power company with the largest number of projects and the largest 

amount of investment in Pakistan.
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The Matiari-Lahore s660kV HVDC Transmission Project, as the only transmission 

project of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, developed and constructed by State 

Grid Corporation of China(SGCC) in BOOT basis. The voltage level of the project 

is s660kV, the transmission capacity is 4000MW with rated DC current is 3030A. 

From southwest to northeast, the lenght of transmission line is 886km passing 

through Sindh province and Punjab province. The Project has achieved Commercial 

Operation on Ist Sept, 2021 and will operate for 25 years. ±660kV䡦㺳愅䚧槫䡠

愅䚧嬶㮓4000MW
樏ⴌ䡦㺳䚧㺳3030A
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As the only power grid project under the CHINA-Pakistan Economic Corridor energy cooperation agreement, it is in line with Pakistan's 

mid - and long-term power grid planning, effectively improving Pakistan's long-distance resource allocation capacity and alleviating 

power shortage in load center areas. The project adopts the world's most advanced s660kV DC transmission technology, and the 

transmission loss rate is only 4.3%, which is in the world's leading level.

The Delivery Point is located in Lahore, Punjab, Punjab, Pakistan's most economically developed city, benefiting about 110 million 

people and greatly boosting the local economy. It paid $147 million in local taxes during construction. The completion of the project 

has enabled Pakistan to enter the era of DC power transmission. We have trained relevant institutions such as NPCC and NTDC in 

HVDC power transmission, DC control and protection, and trained a large number of technical personnel for Pakistan power grid.
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CET, as the wholly owned subsidiary of SGCC, is devoted to the development 

and project implementation of international power energy sector on behalf of 

SGCC. It undertakes large power transmission and transformation projects 

as domestic and foreign transnational and trans-regional UHV AC/DC power 

transmission, flexible DC transmission, smart grid, power system automation, 

full voltage level power transmission and distribution projects; It offers various 

services as complete equipment supply, power grid scheduling, operation and 

maintenance, etc; It also provides package solutions covering engineering 

planning, survey, design, financing, procurement, construction, operation and 

technical training. Up to the end of 2017, CET has constructed more than 

40 transmission projects in Asia, Africa and South America under various 

modes including EPC+F, BOT and PPP. At present, CET is dedicating in the 

implementation of s660kV Matiari - Lahore HVDC Transmission Project (CPEC 

Project) since the Project Agreements have been signed on 14th May 2018, with 

a total investment of US$1.6 billion.
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Thar Block-II Coal Mine and Power Project includes the 3.8Mt/a Open-pit Coal Mining Project and the 2*330MW CFB Coal-fired Power 

Plant, which are in the CPEC priority list and the first coal mine and power plant integration project in CPEC and Pakistan, and also one 

of the development projects in priority in the “Belt and Road Initiative” and CPEC. The overall investment of the Project is about USD 

2billion and the Project has achieved commercial operation on 10th July 2019.

Thar Block-II Coal Mine and Power Project has always firmly implemented the green sustainable development strategy of the Facilities 

connectivity and people-to-people bonds under “Belt and Road Initiative”. The stable operation of the Project guarantees electricity 

demands of more than 2 million local families in Pakistan, promotes the international balance of payments, reduce the power 

generation cost, eases the contradiction between power supply and demand, and provides the benchmark for the coal mine and power 

plant integration development in Pakistan.

Overview of the Project (September 23, 2021)

Blueprint of Thar Coal Block-1 Integrated Project⧆ⶆ䋖䚧ὲ⒈槫䡠㚺㤎⡰
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Thar Coal Block-1 2x660MW Coal-Fired Power Plant Project developed and construction by TCB-1.After achieving COD, Thar Coal 

Block-1 2x660MW Coal-Fired Power Plant Project is capable of meeting the electricity demands of 4 million households in Pakistan. 

Shanghai Electric plays a vital role in the development of the Project, which will bring the local communities economic benefits and 

help the country construct its first large-scale, local coal-based electricity project.

Founded in 1978, China Machinery Engineering Corporation (CMEC) represents China’s first industrial and trading company. Over 

the past four decades, CMEC has evolved into a large international conglomerate and a famous comprehensive service provider of 

international engineering contracting.
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Harbin Electric International Co., Ltd. (HEI), an important member of HE Group, was 

the first professional power engineering company passing the ISO9001 International 

Quality Assurance system certification. 

It has been recognized in the list of ENR as one of the world’s top 250 international 

contractors for many years. 
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The Zonergy 900MW PHOTOVOLTAIC power plant project is the largest new energy project under the China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor. The 3*100 MW project that has been connected to the grid generates about 503 million kw•h of electricity annually, which 

can meet the daily needs of 200,000 Pakistani households.

On April 20, 2015, Chinese and Pakistani leaders jointly launched the project, which is one of the 16 priority energy projects under the 

FRAMEWORK of THE China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. It is the first energy project in the corridor to realize financing closure, grid 

connection and access to electricity paid by Pakistan.

The project investor, ZTE Energy Co., LTD., is a state-level high-tech enterprise, committed to providing first-class photovoltaic power 

solutions to customers at home and abroad. The market covers most regions of China, as well as overseas countries along the "Belt 

and Road" and European countries. To provide high-quality light storage products and services for more countries along the belt and 

Road to achieve green development and energy transformation.
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N-J Project is located on Neelum Jhelum river upstream of Indus river in Kashmir 

District, northeastern Pakistan, The hydropower station is equipped with 4 Pelton 

turbine generator units with a total installed capacity of 969MW, and the average 

annual generating capacity is 5.15 billion kw•h.  All four generation units are put in 

operation in Dec, 2018.

NJ hydroelectric project by the China can build and China gezhouba group mechanical 

equipment engineering co., LTD., joint construction, is a classic on the world history of 

water and electricity engineering, set at a suit, many world-class technical problems in 

Chinese enterprises, under the support of project builders in the successful completion 

of the construction of exquisite technics and excellent quality for this project.

The Dawood Wind power project is a china-Pakistan joint venture and one of the first 14 energy priority projects under the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor. Located in Gharo district, more than 70 kilometers east of Karachi, Pakistan, the total installed capacity 

is 50MW. It is jointly developed and constructed by Sinohydro Engineering Consulting Group International Engineering Co., Ltd. and a 

local company in Pakistan.

The Dawood Wind Power project delivers about 130 million kw•h of clean electricity to the National grid of Pakistan every year, making 

an outstanding contribution to solving the power shortage in Pakistan.

ㆭ娷㢬捁ᾬ9690:
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The Panorama of NJ project The Panorama of NJ Project Dam
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The Basha Dam, located on the Indus river trunk at the junction of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

and Gilgit-Baltistan district. With an installed capacity of 4.5 gw and a storage capacity 

of 10 billion cubic meters, the Basha Project is known as The "Three Gorges Project" 

of Pakistan. On 11 May 2020, Pakistan's Prime Minister Imran Khan announced the 

official launch of the project. After completion, the project will provide 18 billion kw•h 

of clean and cheap electricity and 10 billion cubic meters of profit storage capacity 

every year, which is of great significance to downstream agricultural irrigation and new 

hydroelectric power generation, prevent flood hazards, promote the development of 

related construction industry, increase employment opportunities and promote local 

economic development.

The Pakistan NRL Refinery Upgradation Project of Pakistan 

National Refinery Limited (NRL) was completed by China 

National Chemical Engineering Group Corporation Ltd. 

(CNCEC) in 2017.  

After completion of the project, the refinery of NRL could 

produce high-octane gasoline and Euro -IV standard diesel 

so as to upgrade the quality of oil products and reduce sulfur 

emissions for meeting the environmental requirement of 

Pakistan Government. High quality oil products could not only 

make the project owner acquire more favorable tax policy, 

but also bring great environmental and social benefits to local 

society.

China National Chemical Engineering Group Corporation Ltd. (CNCEC) is a technology intensive engineering enterprise possessing of 

the most complete qualifications, all-inclusive functions and integrated business chains in the field of industrial engineering in China. 

Its business areas cover chemical, petrochemical, oil refinery, coal chemical, fine chemical, new chemical materials, power plant, 

environment protection, infrastructure, etc. CNCEC has been successively listed in the Top 250 Global Contractors reported by ENR 

since 1995 and the latest ranking is 17th globally in 2021.

CNCEC entered the Pakistan market and extended its business here in the early 1990s. Over the past 30 years, CNCEC has been 

actively involved in the construction of Pakistan's oil refining and chemical industry, undertaking over 30 projects in the fields of oil 

refining, soda ash, caustic soda, PVC, fertilizer, and power generation, etc.
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The KKH Improvement Project (Raikot-Khunjerab) is located in Gilgit-Baltistan area, which borders China in northern Pakistan. The 

route is 335 kilometers long and ends at the China-Pakistan Khunjerab Pass. The project was implemented by CRBC on EPC basis 

while adopting Chinese Specifications for Grade-III highways, and completed on November 30, 2013.

The KKH improvement project (Raikot-Khunjerab) has not only greatly improved northern Pakistan’s main road network and facilitated 

local residents’ travel, but also promoted bilateral trade and communications between China and Pakistan, and further deepened the 

traditional friendship between the two brother countries.

The monument of KKH Improvement Project (Raikot-Khunjerab), constructed upon the completion of the Project, and remarked in 

Chinese, English and Urdu languages.

..+�LPSURYHPHQW�SURMHFW��.KXQMHUDEҫ5DLNRW�

7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ�VHFWRU

China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), one of the four large state-owned Chinese contracting companies entering international 

markets as pioneer . CRBC now is a key platform and window for CCCC’s overseas business. CRBC has been undertaking overseas 

projects aided and financed by Chinese Government since 1958.

In recent years, by actively responding to “Go Global” call from the Chinese Government, CRBC has concentrated on strengthening 

its core competitiveness and improving service in order to expand its overseas contracting business. It has undertaken many famous 

projects in the EPC model such as the Tajikestan-Uzbekistan road, the reconstruction project of China-Pakistan Karakoram Highway, 

the reconstruction and expansion program of Mauritanian Friendship Port, Serbia Zemun-Borca Bridge, Kenya Mombasa-Nairobi 

Railway and so on. At the same time, CRBC has been actively practicing its corporate social responsibility to benefit local people and 

communities. CRBC has been highly praised for those public welfare activities beneficial to the people and communities in the local 

countries. From now and forever, CRBC will commit to keep building up roads and bridges, contributing to communities, putting people 

first and searching for excellence. CRBC is looking forward to working together / hand in hand with friends and partners from all over 

the world to build a better and brighter future.
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KKH Phase-II (Havelian-Thakot) Project is located in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province, serving as the flagship project of China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the important component of North-South trunk road network of Pakistan. The route is 118 kilometers 

long, including newly constructed 39.3km expressway and 78.8 km Grade-II highway. The project was implemented by CCCC on EPC 

basis while adopting Chinese Specifications and completed on March 1, 2020.

The project’s successful completion and opening to traffic has played a key role in northern Pakistan’s economic development as well 

as a leading role in the further development of CPEC, and received wide appreciations from the governments and all walks of lives 

from the two countries.

As per estimates, the project will facilitate the travel of 7 million people within the project area and economize the travel time between 

Havelian and Thakot from 5.5 hours to less than 2 hours, saving about 38 billion Pak Rupees transportation cost on yearly basis. 

CSCEC entered Pakistan in 1984, then established CSCEC Pakistan Branch Office in 1992, and established China State Construction 

Engineering Corporation Pakistan Private Limited in 2012. In Pakistan, CSCEC undertook the construction of a number of landmark and 

influential projects, such as the Centaurus Mixed Use Development, the JF-17 Aircraft Manufacturing Factory, the Arfa Karim Software 

Technology Park, Lahore, the Islamabad International Airport, and the PKM Project Sukkur-Multan Motorway (M5) etc.
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The PKM project is the largest transportation infrastructure project of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, and it is also a key project 

of the “Belt and Road”. The project was constructed by China State Construction Engineering Co., Ltd. under the EPC engineering 

general contracting model. The total length is 392 kilometers. The Chinese and Pakistani governments listed it as the "Early Harvest 

Project" of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Modified asphalt technology, the only full-line greening, high-standard expressway 

with a once-in-a-hundred-year flood resistance level. On December 16, 2020, the project officially moved the transportation vehicles 

and won the 2020 Overseas Project Luban Award of China Construction Industry Association. It is a typical demonstration project of 

China-Pakistan friendly cooperation.
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Gilgit Bridge Karakorum Highway Passing through Mountains
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The Lahore Orange Line Rail Transit Project is built by Norinco International Corporation 

and China Railway International Corporation in conjunction with local engineering 

companies. It is currently one of the most advanced urban rail transit projects in the 

entire South Asia region. The operation of the Orange Line Metro has improved the 

city of Lahore. The level of modernization can bring modern, efficient, environmentally 

friendly and safe travel services to Lahore citizens, which is conducive to reducing air 

pollution in Lahore, and has far-reaching economic and social significance.

China Mobile Pakistan (CMPak) is a 100% owned subsidiary of China Mobile 

Communications Corporation. The pioneering overseas set up of China Mobile came 

through acquisition of a license from Millicom to operate a GSM network in Pakistan. 

Currently, CMPak engages in the provision of cellular mobile voice and data services to 

the Pakistani market through 2G, 3G and 4G technologies.

CMPak envisions to enable a fully connected environment for Pakistanis by leveraging 

the technological edge in 4G LTE, whilst providing the most reliable and affordable 

products in the market.

CMPAK FIRST SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED INTERNATIONAL 5G VIDEO CALL TESTING TO BEIJING-2020
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SAIC MOTOR INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. join hands with local group JW SEZ (PRIVATE) 

LIMITED imported MG HS, ZS and other models for Pakistan localized production. On 

28th May 2021, The first MG brand car rolled off the production line. SAIC and MG JW 

joint team met the important moment of milestone.

CenturySteel(Private) Limited invested bywhichis a Chinese company engaged in the investment and operations of Iron and Steel 

enterprises overseas . With three phases completed, we will provide Pakistan with an annual output of 1500,000 tons of steel, solve 

social employment of at least 1000 people withgreat economic and social benefits.
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On 1st Jan. 2021, Pakistan Prime Minister 

Imran Khan inaugurated the ground-breaking 

of SAIC MG automobile manufacturing unit

ON 28TH,MAY,2021. FIRST MG AUTOMOBILE 

OFF THE PRODUCTION LINE AT JW SEZ 

PARK, LAHORE
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As the first industrial cooperation project implemented under CPEC Framework, Chinese 

and Pakistani Governments attaches great importance to the progress of Rashakai 

SEZ. Its signings of Concession Agreement, Development Agreement were witnessed 

by both Premiers, senior officers, Chinese Ambassador during the Second Belt & Road 

Summit and Pakistan’s Prime Minister House respectively. In May 2021, the construction 

of Rashakai SEZ Phase I was officially launched.

Rashakai SEZ is jointly developed by CRBC and KPEZDMC, which is in KP Province 

and adjacent to M1 and Swat Expressway. It covers an area of 4 square km and is 

developed in three phases with a total investment of US$ 130 million. It is committed to 

developing the comprehensive industry cluster, international commercial & trade center, 

high-tech center and logistic center in Pakistan. In line with its endowments, and the 

urgent requirements by the local market, it dedicates to introduce home appliance, food 

processing, machinery & equipment manufacturing, furniture & building materials and 

other supporting industries.  
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Challenge Apparels began operation in Lahore in January 2018. After three years 

hard working, company has grown from 1,000 employee to 3,000, and will continue 

to increase to 5,000 in the next year.  Sales increased from US$10 million to US$40 

million, and will continue growing to US$65 million in 2022.  Operation efficiency and 

profitability is also improving year by year.

In 2001, Haier entered the Pakistani market, and now it has 38 sales market share in 

home appliance area, and the industry leads. The market share of the refrigerator is the 

first in 3 years, washing machine remains 10 years and air conditioning is 15 years.Haier 

and The Times, we realize the value cycle of the user experience iteration of high-end 

brands.

The Haier Pakistan industrial park is located in Lahore, covering a total of 650,000  

square meters. In 21 years, the total output value of $340 million was created, and the 

host country taxes about $80 million, the industrial park brought the direct employment 

population of 4,500 people, and the indirect employment population exceeded 10,000 

people.
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OPPO is one of the world's leading innovators and manufacturers of smart devices, 

with ten smart manufacturing facilities, six research centers, and five R&D centers 

worldwide. As early as 2014, OPPO has entered Pakistan, and now serves as one of 

the most loved smartphone brands among Pakistanis. Through 5000+ retail & sales 

partners and 17 service centers, OPPO shares the beauty of technology with the 

Pakistani users.Pakistan is strategically important to OPPO. Therefore, in June 2021, 

OPPO has established the first manufacturing plant and began local production in 

Lahore. OPPO believes in the future of Pakistan and will continue to bring the world-

class manufacturing system and the brand’s ultimate pursue of quality to Pakistan.
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Headquartered in China, TCL is one of the leading players in the global TV industry, engaged in the R&D, manufacturing and distribution 

of consumer electronic products. TCL has grown to become the 2nd largest manufacturer of TVs globally. TCL established its 

operations in Pakistan in 2013 and is now the No.1 LED TV brand in the country and is expanding its presence in other fields such as 

Air Conditioners and Sound Solutions. TCL has continued to solidify its investment in Pakistan by expanding its LED TV Production Line 

Facility from SKD to CKD basis. It will furthermore add additional production lines and will invest in manufacturing of other products in 

the near future as well.  This has helped in generating more employment opportunities in Pakistan, where it now employs more than 

200 employees nationwide.TCL is very conscious of its role in Pakistan’s social fabric and is a key contributor to many charitable 

initiatives over the past few years. These include provision of LED TVs to orphanages, sponsoring sports events especially for women 

and partnering with Zalmi Foundation in their efforts across Pakistan. As a key player in the industry, TCL will continue to play its role 

in further building bridges between China and Pakistan to further the cause of the country’s economic development and contribute 

positively in society.
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In 2019, Transsion-Tecno Electronics (Pvt ) Ltd was founded as a joint venture between Pakistan’s Tecno Group and China’s Transsion 

Group, a leading global mobile phone manufacturer, to locally produce smartphones in Pakistan. TTE’s Plant-1 started production in 

2019 with a capacity of 300,000 smartphones per month. TTE is expanding its capacity at a rapid pace as we aim to make Pakistan 

a hub for smartphone manufacturing in the region.

TTE’s total capacity is now 825,000 smartphones per month, it has created hi-skill jobs for 3,100 workers, technicians, engineers and 

management professionals. TTE employs a total of 11 Chinese experts to transfer smartphone manufacturing technology to Pakistan. 

This plant allows us to produce more than one smartphone every second for domestic market and later, for exports.
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Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) and Huawei Technologies Pakistan 

(Huawei Pakistan) jointly organized National Broadband Network Forum at 10, Nov 

2021.

President Alvi said the sustained development of Pakistan was linked to extensive 

digitalization of all sectors, particularly education and health. The epidemic has 

multiplied the importance of broadband services and new technologies, making it 

imperative to accelerate the construction of broadband
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On November 7, 2017, the Opening ceremony of the Bank of China was held at the Presidential Palace in Islamabad, capital of 

Pakistan. Jointly inaugurating the Karachi branch marks the return of the Bank of China to Pakistan after 46 years. The establishment 

of the Karachi Branch of the Bank of China is a strong support for the construction of the Belt and Road Initiative and the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor. It reflects the great importance that the Bank of China attaches to Pakistan's strategic position and 

expresses the good wish of the Bank of China to promote the strategic cooperation between the two countries.

The Bank of China has steadily promoted the development of financial services and the application of RMB in Pakistan, deepened 

local operation, and realized high-quality development of its own in the second phase of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, which 

focuses on industrial cooperation and serves the high-quality development of china-Pakistan economic and trade exchanges.

On May 20, 2011, ICBC Karachi Branch and Islamabad Branch was officially 

established.

Over the past decade, THE Karachi Branch of THE INDUSTRIAL and Commercial Bank 

of China (ICBC) has continuously empowered the cPEC with innovative finance and 

quality services. With the project as the center, we provide customers with the whole 

"chain" service, which strongly supports the smooth construction of corridor project.

As the first RMB clearing bank in Pakistan, ICBC Karachi Branch has been committed 

to enhancing the application of RMB in Pakistan and continuously promoting the 

innovation and promotion of RMB products. In December 2020, the Branch became the 

first direct participant in the RMB Cross-border Payment System (CIPS) approved by 

PBOC and SBP in South Asia. RMB clearing infrastructure will be further improved.
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Shandak Copper and Gold Mine project, the first large-scale non-ferrous mine project in Pakistan with integrated mining, beneficiation 

and smelting, was undertaken by MCC in the early 1990s and completed in 1995 after four years. Since 2002, MCC has established 

MCC Resources Development Co., LTD. (MRDL for short) to lease and operate the Sandak Copper and Gold project.

Since the MCC lease operating the Shandak Copper and Gold Mine backed by the largest and most internationalized metal mining 

group in China and the global biggest and most powerful metallurgical construction contractors and metallurgy enterprise operation 

service provider - China metallurgical group, based in Pakistan border gobi, to promote development of the non-ferrous industry of 

Pakistan responsibility, help Pakistan mineral development and well-being of the people's livelihood and economic development, Benefit 

the local people, build a common destiny, harmonious coexistence of territorial development relations, to achieve long-term stable 

development of the company.

Mountain tak copper and gold mine operation for 19 years sustained steady profits and accumulated in the Pakistani government, 

baluchistan province government and the owner all kinds of taxes and fees, profits more than $468 million, creating over 1900 jobs, 

in the local purchasing all kinds of production and living materials about $1.1 billion, effectively promote the local development, trade, 

transportation, logistics and other industries It has solved the livelihood of thousands of families and tens of thousands of people in 

the surrounding areas, and has been praised as "a model of China-Pakistan economic cooperation" and "a model of china-Pakistan 

people-to-people exchanges" by the Chinese and Pakistani governments.
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The China-Pakistan Agriculture & Industry Cooperation Information platform, jointly established by China Machinery Engineering 

Corporation and China Economy Net, was officially launched in Jan 2021. As the first agriculture & industry cooperation information 

platform between China and Pakistan, the launch of the platform marks that China Pakistan Economy Corridor(CPEC) moves to 

enrichment and expansion stage.

The Platform aims to cultivate friendly ecosystem for agricultural and industrial enterprises from the two countries,connect cooperative 

information and resource, promote deep interaction and cooperation in agriculture and industry fields. Since establishment of 

the platform, series on line/off line seminars,cooperative matchmaking meetings, business visits relating agriculture and industry 

cooperation were organized and keep incubating lots of agriculture and industry cooperation projects between China and Pakistan. 
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With the help of importers, exporters, cargo airlines, and Chinese and Pakistani 

governments the shipment cost can be curtailed and they were making efforts for that 

purpose.

Pakistani Mangoes are the symbols of "Iron brotherhood" friendship between the two 

countries.
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Co-sharing
the Model of Social Responsibility fulfillment

Improving people's Livelihood

Implementing Eco-friendly Development

Join hands to fight pandemic

Help developing local education
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In August 2020, Sindh province suffered the worst rainfall in nearly a century, resulting in severe 

floods that flooded farmland, destroyed houses and displaced people. The Karachi branch of 

the APCEA organized corporate donations totaling Rs 17 million.
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Chinese enterprises to fulfill their corporate social responsibility, 

environmental protection and construction of harmonious community 

as a priority, through rebuilding infrastructure, strengthening skill 

training, build schools to donate, disease resistance, cooperation, 

disaster relief donations, poverty alleviation and other ways to 

improve production and living conditions of local, strengthen local 

self development ability.

Since 2020, the economy and society have been hit by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks to effective measures of international 

cooperation and vaccination, the economy has gradually recovered, 

but it is still unbalanced and unstable. Chinese businesses in 

Pakistan have invested resources to build a protective network 

and donated a large amount of materials and cash to Pakistan, 

with a total value of over rs 500 million. Economic development 

is the basis for victory over the epidemic. Chinese companies 

have actively promoted the steady development of production and 

operation to help local economic recovery under the epidemic 

situation.

Green earth is the common pursuit of mankind, and green has 

always been the underpinning of the Belt and Road Initiative. 

President Xi Jinping stressed that "we should take green as the 

underpinning, promote green infrastructure construction, green 

investment and green finance, and protect our common home." 

Chinese companies in Pakistan strictly abide by international 

and Pakistani standards on safety and environmental protection 

and protect the ecological environment. In the construction of 

infrastructure projects, ecological factors have been fully taken 

into account, and a number of green, low-carbon and sustainable 

clean energy projects have been implemented. We will actively 

use advanced technology to strengthen environmental prevention, 

protection and vegetation restoration.

Chinese-funded enterprises have taken root in the local area, 

jointly shared economic development dividends with the local area, 

and built a community of shared interests with the local area. We 

will actively help local communities develop their economy and 

improve people's livelihood, attract local employees, and deepen 

localized operations. By focusing on serving china-Pakistan 

economic and trade exchanges and high-quality development of 

the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, We will achieve sustainable 

development of Chinese enterprises.
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To date, CPHGC has spent PKR 163 million on various CSR projects. 

CPHGC has been recognized for its commitment to improving the living 

standards of the local community and the natural environment by building 

a fisherman jetty, a charity school and helping the local fight against 

COVID-19.  

At the 13th Pakistan Social Responsibility Summit held on February 25, 

2021, CPHGC was awarded four awards: ‘Outstanding Epidemic Prevention 

and Control Responsibility Award’, ‘Outstanding Education Responsibility 

Award’, ‘Outstanding Community Service Award’and ‘Outstanding 

Sustainable Development Award’. It is the second year in a row that it has 

won the Pakistan Government Award after winning three awards at the 12th 

Summit in 2020.
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On August 18, 2020, three CNPC units in Pakistan, on behalf of CNPC, donated US 

$100,000 to the National Food Security and Research Department of the Federal 

Government of Pakistan to help the Government to deal with the desert locust 

disaster.

In early 2020, Pakistan and India, along with several  other countries, were affected 

by desert Locusts which impacted food production and agricultural economy. 

Chinese enterprises offered their timely help for the Pakistani government and 

people to fight against the Locust crisis.
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Huaneng Shandong Ruyi (Pakistan) Energy (Private) Limited, actively fulfills their 

social responsibilities in protecting the environment, promoting employment, 

cultivating talents and serving people's livelihood to making Sahiwal a model of Sino-

Pakistani friendship.

As of October 12, 2021, the power plant has been in safe production for 1,587 days, 

Power Generation reaches 35.157 billion kw•h and paid US$540 million in taxes 

to the Pakistani government, making a great contribution to Pakistan's economic 

development, securing employment and improving people's livelihood.
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CMEC has been practicing "Green Development" concept of Belt and Road Initiative in the Thar Desert. In the 

Open-pit Coal Mining Project at Thar Block II, more than 3,000 job opportunities were created for local people 

and more than 50 Pakistani women were trained to be dumper drivers.
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On March 16th, 2015, the contract of KKH-01 worth of USD 144.3 million and that of RAR-01 worth of USD 26.9 million were signed 

between WAPDA and CCECC. Financed by the World Bank, both projects commenced work on Aug. 24th, 2015 witha contractual 

period of 18 month for KKH-01 and 12 months for RAR-01.

As a renowned international corporation, CCECC Pakistan Branch has been active in dischargingcorporate social responsibilities while 

fulfilling contractual obligations.

Disaster relief:Dasuregion is known for its steep cliffs with 

weathered rocks, a typical cause for landslide. Since 2015, CCECC 

Pakistan Branch has organized and mobilized staff and equipment 

to assist local governmentin first responseto disasterrelief and 

clearing roadfor traffic. Our efforts weremuch appreciated by the 

locals.

&&(&&�UHFHLYH�FRPPHQGDWLRQ�IRU�FOHDULQJ�ODQGVOLGH�

Inauguration of the First Nine Kilometers of RAR-01 Assisting local government in clearing stones blocking the road

Letter of Appreciation fromLocal Police Department
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Icbc Karachi branch is actively fulfilling its social responsibilities and giving back 

to the local community. In the past 10 years, he has paid a total of 22.5 billion 

rupees in taxes, equivalent to 169 million US dollars, and won the 2018 Tax 

Contribution Award and the title of "Compliant taxpayer", making a significant 

contribution to the growth of local fiscal revenue.

Every year, ICBC makes public donations to local communities, leaving its mark 

on epidemic prevention and control, disaster relief, dam construction, poverty 

alleviation, and commendation of heroism. Icbc tells its story in improving banking 

and government, solving employment problems, and making donations for 

education. So far, nearly Rs 50 crore has been donated. Of this, rs 36,68 million 

worth of anti-epidemic materials and Rs 850,000 in funds were donated.
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CMPak has not only contributed towards technological advancement but has 

adhered to the socio and economic development of Pakistan. The company 

has invested approximately 426 billion in Pakistan for building the digital 

ecosystem and economic development. Moreover, since its inception, we have 

also contributed more than 118 billion RS in government collection of taxes 

and duties.  More in more, Zong 4G holds the sole distinction of being the 

only telecom operator in the country to re-invest all of its revenue in Pakistan 

thereby, contributing towards the economic development of the country. The 

achievements of company over the past decade reflect the CMPak’s intent and 

commitment to Pakistan’s telecommunication industry, which has also helped 

to foster economic activities creating direct and indirect jobs. Currently, the 

company has 3,500 direct employees and over 200,000 indirect employees.
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Improve the appearance of cities, improve the living environment, and build beautiful cities. August 12, Baluchistan province nokundi 

environmental renovation construction ceremony held in the local. In order to solve the local financial difficulties, the resource company 

donated Rs 10 crore for the environmental remediation, contributing to the beautiful appearance of Nokundi.
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During the Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha holidays, the company distributed 50 

kilograms of flour, 20 kilograms of rice and 10 liters of oil to 403 poor families in 

the surrounding area, and distributed more than 60 goats and other consolation 

items to border guards, customs, tribal police and EPZ. In addition, in order to help 

local villagers overcome the epidemic, the company provided $1,600 worth of food 

and oil and other scarce supplies to neighboring villages every month during the 

special period.
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For carrying out the General Secretary Xi Jinping instruction spirit of "to promote 

the development of ‘Belt and Road’  in high quality", "the green as a background, 

to promote green infrastructure construction, green investment, green finance, 

protect our survival homeland", changing Gwadar bad natural environment, creating 

more jobs for local residents,  China Overseas Ports Holding Company Limited 

has coordinated Gwadar's sister city Puyang, Henan Province to construct the first 

"China-Pakistan Friendship Forest" in Gwadar and Chinese Embassy launched 

the Gwadar Green Employment Plan. With the successful implementation of the 

project, it will become the largest human-planted forest in Gwadar and even the 

whole Baluchistan Province, which will play an important role in improving the natural 

environment of Gwadar.
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With the continuous effort in environmental protection and emission reduction, Sahiwal Power Plant has won Environmental Excellence 

Award for the third consecutive year. His emmission is far superior to the World Bank standard as well as the  European standards.
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"Belt and Road" Tropical Arid Non-wood Engineering Technology Research 

Center

In January 2021, on the basis of preliminary work, Central South University of 

Forestry and Technology, China Overseas Port Holdings Co., Ltd., Yulin Holdings Co., 

Ltd., and relevant universities and units in China and Pakistan will establish the "Belt 

and Road" Tropical Arid Economic Forest Engineering Technology Research Center.

The economic forest industry has both ecological and economic benefits, and a 

single investment can generate returns for many years. Economic forest industry 

training is carried out to educate local people to master economic forest cultivation 

and production skills.
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CPHGC adoptsed 10 "National Key energy-saving and low-carbon technologies" 

and 28 "Five new" technology application projects of China Power Construction. The 

emission indexes of the two units of the project are far better than the emission 

indexes of Pakistan'S NEQS, and the desulfurization efficiency is higher than 98.4%, 

committed to creating a "desert oasis" and a green ecological power plant.  

CPHGC has been awarded for Outstanding Contribution to Environmental Protection 

2021,   National Environment and Health Association of Pakistan (Member of THE 

United Nations Environmental Protection Programme), 16 September 2021.  
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The Port Qasim Coal-fired power plant fully implements environmental protection measurements, strictly complying Pakistan’s NEQS 

and World Bank IFC EHS double regulation, and all environmental protection equipment are putting into operation, including electric 

dust removal equipment, desulfurization system, seawater secondary circulation system, seawater desalination system, and wind 

protection Dust suppression nets, etc.,  Port Qasim coal-fired power plant  has already realized that all industrial waste water has been 

treated and recycled, and the waste water has "zero" discharge, which greatly saves fresh water resources. In addition, the 125 acres 

of mangroves transplanted during the construction of the power station are already grown, which could help effectively  protect the 

local marine ecosystem.

4DVLP�SRZHU�SODQW� LPSOHPHQW�KLJKHVW�HQYLURQPHQW�SURWHFWLRQ�
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All-Pakistan Chinese Enterprises’ Association (APCEA) has donated 16,000 face 

masks to Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS) to support Pakistan’s 

fight to overcoming the daunting challenge of novel Coronavirus (COVID-19).

Moreover, APCEA also collected Rs 4.16 million from its member companies to 

donate to National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA).

In April 2020, the beginning of the epidemic began to spread a crucial moment in Pakistan, China Three Gorges Corporation(CTG) 

rescue of Pakistan, for the donation of the two planes carrying epidemic prevention materials weighing about 13 tons, contains more 

than 700,000 surgical masks, dozens of breathing machine, monitor, and protective clothing and protective mask value RMB 10 million 

and epidemic prevention.

On the front of the packing case, the message "friendship, together in 

times of trouble" is pasted, and on the back, the paintings of the children 

of the Chinese employees of China Three Gorges Corporation(CTG)

are pasted. China-pakistan friendship has been carried forward and 

deepened from generation to generation through such righteous acts

$3&($�GRQDWHG���PLOOLRQ�WR�ŀJKW�SDQGHPLF &KLQD�7KUHH�*RUJHV�&RUSRUDWLRQ�'RQDWHG����0LOOLRQ�50%�9DOXH�2I�0HGLFDO�(TXLSPHQW�WR�3DNLVWDQ
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On September 15, 2021, CPHGC donated medical supplies to The Health Bureau of Rasbela District, Baluchistan province. The 

ceremony was held in the administrative hall of CPHGC. 

In April 2020, when Pakistan was under tremendous pressure from the outbreak 

of Covid epidemic, ICBC’s head office and Karachi branch cooperated internally 

and externally to actively communicate with the Pakistani government, Pakistan 

embassy in Beijing and local medical institutions. After timely grasping the needs, 

they quickly completed the procurement and delivery of anti-epidemic materials 

in a short time. It has donated 60,000 medical masks, 50,000 N95 masks, 4,000 

test kits and 40 ventilators to Pakistan to help Pakistan tide over the difficulties.

CPHGC has spent PKR 163 million on various CSR projects. 

CPHGC came to the aid of the local administration during the pandemic by donating 1000 kg of ready-to-use disinfectant, more than 

50,000 facemasks and hundreds of sanitizers, thermometers, given to Hub ACs office, 500 ration bags donated to local villagers, and 

the media, in coordination with the local NGO, Saylani Welfare Trust and Balochistan Environmental Protection Agency.. 
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By September 2021, the company had successfully inoculated 

nearly 400 villagers, covering all six surrounding villages. At 

the same time, shandak Hospital has also inoculated nearly 

200 people in customs offices, banks, explosives companies 

and shops. The kindness of the resource company has been 

praised by the local people and the resident agencies, which 

once again demonstrates the profound friendship between 

China and Pakistan as "good brothers and good friends" and 

shows the excellent Chinese fashion of the Chinese personnel.
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CMPAK donated PKR 7M to government of Pakistan for COVID 19 relief. 

This amount was utilized to treat COVID affected people, medical supplies 

and facilities for all deserving and underprivileged communities throughout 

Pakistan.

Collaborating with the Government and as a token to appreciate the efforts 

of front line workers, Zong has extended support to the law enforcement 

agencies in Islamabad, with COVID19 protection necessities including hand 

sanitizers, hand wash and face masks to fight the pandemic together.

&03DN�GRQDWHG���PLOOLRQ�IRU�&RYLG����UHOLHI
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CRBC has always adhered to transporting infrastructure construction, social benefits, people-orientation, and striving for excellence. In 

addition, the company is committed to disaster relief, donation for education and poverty alleviation, helping villages along the project 

to build water conservancy and repair power stations, solving the practical difficulties of villagers along with the project. Moreover, 

it always follow the rule of “skills first” and committed itself to localized management, so as to achieve a “win-win” between the 

development of the company and the local social progress.

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 in Pakistan, CRBC donated 1,000,000 PKR to the PIMS Hospital in Islamabad and the National 

Disaster Management Administration(NDMA). After that, CRBC once again donated a large number of emergency medical supplies 

such as masks and protective suits to relevant institutions in Pakistan. This demonstrates the determination of CRBC to stand together 

with the people of Pakistan to jointly overcome the difficulties in the fight against the COVID-19.

&5%&�	�3DNLVWDQ�-RLQWO\�)LJKW�DJDLQVW�&29,'���
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On 19th March, 2020, Pakistan’s Ministry of National Health Services Regulation and Coordination and ’Digital Pakistan’ received a 

video conference system aimed to help the country fight against COVID-19 from Huawei Technologies Pakistan (PVT) Ltd.

The technological structure of the system is a multi-scenario intelligent collaboration solution based on 4K video technologies. 

This system can be applied in several situations, such as epidemic prevention and control command, remote consultation, remote 

monitoring, medical teaching, and remote family visitation.

The offices of the World Health Organization Pakistan Office, the National Institute of Health (NIH) and Ministry of Health have already 

been connected by the system at this stage. Eventually, six additional locations including all the emergency control centers for covid-19 

in each provinces will also be connected by the system.

+XDZHL�3DNLVWDQ�-RLQV�ZLWK�0LQLVWU\�RI�+HDOWK��ҳ'LJLWDO�3DNLVWDQҴLQ�WKH�ŀJKW�DJDLQVW�&RYLG���
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APCEA attaches great importance to fulfilling its corporate social 

responsibility, and in 2021 made a great deal of contributions to 

fight COVID-19, disaster relief, education, poverty alleviation and 

infrastructure repair. APCEA not only promotes the local economic 

construction, but also actively contributes to the development of 

people's livelihood, the improvement of education and other social 

welfare activities, making outstanding contributions.

On November 30, 2021, at The Dhoke Chaudrian Campus of 

The Citizens Foundation in Rawalpindi, APCEA and six Chinese 

enterprises in Pakistan jointly carried out social responsibility 

public welfare activities. And APCEA signed a long-term fixed-

point assistance cooperation agreement with TCF . TCF is a 

leading charitable organization dedicated to The development 

of education for disadvantaged groups in Pakistan and operates 

The largest network of low-cost private schools in Pakistan. 

A total of Rs 4.66 million worth of materials were donated for 

the social responsibility campaign, including a 10kW rooftop 

solar panel for the school's own use, water purification facilities 

with a daily capacity of 5,000 L (including drilling Wells) for 

the school and surrounding residents, and 600 sets of school 

uniforms and sweaters. During this event, APCEA and TCF 

formed a friendly and supportive relationship, which promoted 

the good image of Chinese-funded enterprises contributing to 

local education development and was reported by relevant local 

media.

*DWKHU�WKH�SRZHU�RI�FKDULW\�Ѹ�KHOS�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�HGXFDWLRQ

␛␍㛋判╃
+HOS�GHYHORSLQJ�ORFDO�HGXFDWLRQ
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The China Aid Technical & Vocational Institute of Gwadar Port is a China Government Foreign Aid Complete Plant Project to the 

Government of Pakistan, which is constructed by China Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHEC). The project is to build a new 

vocational and technical institute, covering a land area of approx. 23,600 square meters and of total building area of 7539.50 square 

meters. It commences on January 1st, 2020 and completes as per schedule on September 20th, 2021.

The school can provide training opportunities for at least 1,000 people every year after put into normal operation. Through vocational 

training and education, the skill level of local and surrounding workers will be improved, which can provide various skilled and technical 

Pakistani workers for the construction of Gwadar Port, Gwadar Free Zone, Gwadar and China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.

&KLQD�$LG�7HFKQLFDO�	�9RFDWLRQDO�,QVWLWXWH�RI�*ZDGDU�3RUW�3URMHFW
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The Gwadar Faqeer Public Middle School, entrusted by China Overseas Ports Holding Company Limited and donated by China 

Foundation for Peace and Development, has a good teaching environment and high quality. Children from a radius of several 

kilometers come here to study, which is deeply loved by the local people. Originally planned to enroll 150 students, the number has 

increased to 550. In order to further improve the teaching conditions of the school, COPHC invited CFPD to invest and donate to build 

the second teaching building. Students studying in the spacious and bright classrooms express to study hard to carry forward China-

Pakistan friendship and be builders, successors and disseminators of China-Pakistan friendship.

*ZDGDU�)DTHHU�3XEOLF�0LGGOH�6FKRRO
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The Inauguration Ceremony of CGGC NJ Project Donated Local School

A children’s drawing competition was held by SK project in 

November 2018

In August 2019, the "SK Imagine Cup" English Speech Contest 

was held

In November 2020, SK project presented more than  100 students 

with school supplies and cold-proof clothing from 10 schools 

where the hydropower station is located
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��� ╿Ⳙ䚑Ⳙῒ䚚☳◾枤ⵄ姕䏛 Mohmand Project donate school supplies to territorial schools in 

June 2021
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CPHGC financed the construction of a primary school in Gaddani. The school was 

constructed and operated by The Citizen's Foundation, a world-renowned NGO. 

Construction was completed in 2020. CPHGC has been financing its operations. 

7&)�*DGGDQL�6FKRRO
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CSCEC actively fulfills its social responsibilities in Pakistan, promotes people-to-

people bonds, and spreads Sino-Pak friendship. Built 12 schools, donated more than 

3,800 books and more than 4,100 schoolbags; funded and assisted 8 Pakistani 

university students to study in Wuhan University of Technology; organized medical 

teams to visit the village for more than 7,200 free consultations, distributed more 

than 13,200 boxes of medicines, and urgently rescued local traffic accidents More 

than 20 times. It has promoted the inheritance and exchanges of China-Pakistan 

friendship among the people, and has shaped the image of a responsible large-

scale central enterprise.

&6&(&�&65�&RQWULEXWLRQ�LQ�3DNLVWDQ
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Presents Epidemic Prevention Materials To Pakistan Railways
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�� ╿庝⡢⊱䱗⢚態挾ⶣ嵭Ѭ₸嵗㦓䚣 催῁⥬䦲崰㜯Ѭⶖ⋨

㞡⋩һῘ䶿◾㛹⋩Ҿ&03DN ᾬ態㎲Ⳙ㦓㕂ℍῸ⑷㑞⋩һ

㛹⋩һ判䚚☳⢚⋷䟶⥬䦲㛋判崰㜯Ѭ䄲␣ⳛⳂ⁞ㅲ䢲⽾

㢍◾䉟㈷㢏䢲⅓㇡㏲㢡槸⥑␜␍Ҿ

&03DN 㛋判ᾌ䪰₌底槫䡠

CMPak has always considered education as a priority to bring the 

neglected community stand firm, helping themselves as well as 

the nation altogether. ZONG 4G facilitated Malot Basic Community 

School with basic education facilities including furniture, stationery, 

sports goods, along with motivating children to strive in the field 

of information technology with hope and passion to make lives 

prosperous equally.
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Communication integration
co-sharing development

Education and training for the growth of employess 

Innovation leads high quality development

Integration build friendship bridge
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崟⥬⢢Ҿ㹚挿⪈䶿◊⽗⊺慍⋪⣽䟶姚モ◾ⴕₒҾᾟ⡯

彡㧗һᾟ䚧⡯枷һᾟ⡯ύ⹓䲻ᾌ扯╃廩㓂庶␛Ⳙһ

䛋Ⳙ崓⎄Ѭ㎂㨡枑庶␛㡻ᾬ棄廦ᾟ⡯慍Ⅰ㽣憒Ҿ�

␒ガ㛹⋥ㅲѬ␜␍喗憒◾嶂㶍⡦Ҿ挿ヅ⢢橀

ⅉѬひᾟ⽦㜫◊⽗‖㺳壿╺㺭␚Ѭᾰ␐㣱䕵㵆廍䲻

╶䷭㛹㺭␚⨐慍㶃ㄵ䡪憌Ҿ

⣌㑳⁗ᾬ㢞Ѭ嬸◊⽗ᾬ㡲ⴏ座䟶应ⴾҾ⋞╪䭡

㣳庡ロ◊⽗㢞⢢⒈㚱䳈Ѭ⋥ㄵ䎣㐖◊⽗Ѭ㹚挿◊⽗⥫

⋭Ѭ⅏栎◊⽗⳻⋚Ѭᾬ◊⽗㕂ℍ叡⫯䟶⽗䔡⧵◾厄

慴䟶䚑㺭䔡⧵Ѭ㕂Ⓓ◊⽗䬁㊑ᾀツⷐ㊑Ҿ

⢚ᾟ庶ᾌ㹚挿␒ガᾟ⽦㜫◊⽗㸑憌壿╺䟶ⴐ彧

ώѬᾟ⽦㜫◊⽗㡻㚺ぬ䰽Ὸ䡪 ⅓һ䡪 挿䟶⋥

乭Ѭ慍兾⢚偁喗䕸ㅧᾀᾌ␓䴓䕸䲻㜫棔愰㎂⋣崸Ѭ㡦

⫯ℵ慍Ὸᾌ␓汊庚捁╃Ҿ

Chinese companies employ a large number of local staff in 

Pakistan. Except for a few Chinese managers sent abroad, they 

mainly recruit and employ excellent local staff. Taking advantage 

of local employees' familiarity with local laws and regulations, local 

customs and social relations, it provides strong support for the 

smooth operation and long-term development of the project.

we vigorously organize training programs for our local employees 

to help evolve their professional capacities. We regularly hold 

various kinds of business training overseas, and some have set up 

training bases. We pay exclusive attention to the recognition and 

publicity of foreign employees' advanced models. Enterprises such 

as China Road and Bridge Corporation, China Power International 

Corporation and China Three Gorges Corporation have launched 

donation programs for students and students studying in China, and 

formed a team to sponsor promising young people to go to China 

for further study.

Our preliminary aim is to strengthen humanistic care and strive 

to create a harmonious atmosphere. We respect local customs, 

conduct exchanges and integration activities between Chinese and 

Pakistani staff, and hold various cultural and sports activities such 

as cricket matches to enhance people-to-people ties.

Adhere to people-oriented, regard employees as the most valuable 

wealth. The company Actively implement the staff localization 

policy, care for staff, pay attention to staff training, ensure 

staff safety, provide staff with a good working environment and 

comfortable living environment, improve staff happiness and sense 

of belonging.

Under the practice of strengthening communication and integration 

between Chinese and Pakistani employees, Chinese and Pakistani 

employees have effectively established a relationship of mutual 

trust and respect, and reached consensus on business philosophy 

and business management, which has better promoted high-quality 

business development.

㛋判⥫崟ҹ⋥䎣◊⽗㎂曱
(GXFDWLRQ�DQG�WUDLQLQJ�IRU�WKH�JURZWK�RI�HPSOR\HVV�

ᾟ⡯晨妾⬽债汊〘挿嬸⡯枷⒈㎿⥫⋭Ѭⓓ㐻⪹⍸妾 ���� ㎂䰽⁗㣗Ѭ⊺▀倶倹捃壿䥗崸һ嵟孲㛹⒈һ⚸␓䪮⁜

䲻╶䷭⥫崟 ��� 㲓Ѭ亡崓ὼ⒵╿ᾟ⽦◊⽗┴␒⥫崟Ҿ憌愹⪙␍ひ⥫崟Ѭ⪙⾷㕂Ⓓ◊⽗ᾅᾌ㏲副◾ᾌ⍏凌␍Ѭ㡻㚺㖟

ぬ廩㢞⢢⒈㎿㨡枑Ҿ

ᾟ⡯晨妾㹚挿⡯枷⒈㎿⥫⋭

Bank of China has always attached great importance to international talent development. Since its establishment in 2017, BOC 

Pakistan Operations has organized 174 various trainings including finance literacy, language and culture and business etiquette with 

accumulatively more than one thousand Pakistani and Chinese employees participating in the training. Through vigorously carrying out 

professional training, employees’ professional skills and corporate cohesion have been significantly enhanced, and a localized talent 

echelon has been effectively established.

)RFXVLQJ�RQ�WKH�WUDLQLQJ�RI�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�WDOHQWV
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庫䚚⢹䚣ᾟ䚧剓⽵⋞╪㏱㐷Ҿ態㏫⥫崟Ⳙ䚑偅㣑⥫崟▀Ѭ娝㔚哂⎢ᾟ䚧剓⽵

䟶ㆭ⑷㜫⽗Ѭ㡲▀㡻 �� ╿⥫崟㏲⽗┴ᾀῸ剓⽵槫䡠䟶ぬ崰⽗Ҿ

ᾟ䚧剓⽵庶␛ⅰ彡㚡䡳Ⳙ䚑㣗ᾟ⡯⥫崟

In July 2016, CPHGC signed an agreement with an NGO, Hunar Foundation to 

fund 30 students from Hub Town, Balochistan Province for one-year international 

standard vocational training. All cost of study, accommodation and meals were 

borne by CPHGC and after they completed training, the Company recommended 

all graduate students to the EPC contractor for work in the project, out of which 27 

graciously accepted the job offer and were employed in the Project construction 

work.

&3+*&�IXQG�%DORFKLVWDQ�VWXGHQWV�IRU�YRFDWLRQDO�WUDLQLQJ�LQ�&KLQD

Hunar Foundation Boys

剓倥⥬捃₌⡔枑

ᾟ⡯彡㧗⽦⥬㜡⣘␐´⩶  ���� □␚Ὸ庶␛⽦⥬㜡⣘䛋Ⳙ䚑䟶ұₒ㏱ᾟ⽦┽嵼Ѭᾟ⡯彡㧗䟰␛Ⳙ崓⎄Ҳ槫䡠Ѭ

崓⎄⋚樏庶␛ ��� ╿⽦⥬㜡⣘准战┼╶䡳㚱『⢚冾◊һ㏲㢡◊┼₊䬲㵇ᾌ䚑⎿ヲᾟ⡯汊䲻Ⳙ『慍妾ᾬ㢑 �䟶䧇⩝

ⳘῒҾ䡠⎿嵗崓⎄慍槬⎛Ѭ㎜卥䡠⎿⽤⋚樏庶␛ �� ╿䛋Ⳙ䚑廦ⓀⳘῒҾ

ₒ㏱ᾟ⽦┽嵼Ѫᾟ⡯彡㧗䟰␛Ⳙ崓⎄

In 2017, CRBC initiated a programme of “CRBC Financial aid 

Plan to inherit China-Pakistan Friendship” by which itwill fully fund 

100 talented graduates and incumbents & technicians from the 

Pakistan federal and provincial government to pursue a 2-year 

masters’ degree in a prestigious Chinese university. Up to date, 

the programme is being implemented smoothly and more than 

50 students have completed their master’s degree study in China 

already.

,QKHULWLQJ�&KLQD�3DNLVWDQ�)ULHQGVKLS��&5%&�,QLWLDWHG�0DVWHU�'HJUHH�3URJUDP

The first batch of international students

䲞 �㏫䛋Ⳙ䚑

Farewell ceremony for international students

䛋Ⳙ䚑㲔慳⁜め
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Sahiwal power plant has also built Huaneng Vocational Training School, which is 

open to the public and free of charge, and can provide a number of vocational 

and technical training for 600-800 Pakistani youths each year, such as Chinese 

language learning, welding, electrician and thermal power simulator etc. The school 

focuses on cultural and academic exchanges with local colleges and universities, 

and has become a practical training base for UET University, receiving more than a 

thousand teachers and students from various universities and colleges to visit every 

year. 

6DKLZDO�HVWDEOLVK�9RFDWLRQDO�VFKRRO�IRU�WUDLQLQJ�ORFDO�\RXWKV�IUHH

↮ょ槸Ѫℵ慍⎍㜢╃
,QQRYDWLRQ�OHDGV�KLJK�TXDOLW\�GHYHORSPHQW

ᾟ⡯晨妾ⓓ㐻⪹⍸妾ᾀⓓ㐻⪹⪙ⳘⳆⳂⳘ柔䳰崔

╺Ⓛ崠Ѭᾬ⽦⥬㜡⣘Ⳙ䚑㕂ℍ⪌䷭ⴐῒ⸉₿Ѭ⾠␛⽦

䶿Ⳙ䚑㡦⫯Ὸ孕ᾟ庶ᾌ慂妾㮓めѬ␛␍⋨冾ᾌ╃Ҿ

ᾟ⡯晨妾▃⽦㜫Ⳙ䚑㕂ℍⴐῒ⸉₿

Agreement was signed by BOC Pakistan Operations and 

Confucius Institute at University of Karachi, under which 

various internship opportunities will be offered to Pakistani 

students so as to help them better understand Chinese 

enterprise operations and benefit their future career.

2łHULQJ�LQWHUQVKLS�RSSRUWXQLW\�WR�3DNLVWDQL�VWXGHQWV
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ᾟ⡯副ぬ嗍㺤⣏'$68槫䡠扚ᾀ &206$76 ⪙Ⳙ䳰僤╺Ⓛ崠

On March 15, 2021, the DASU Project Department and Pakistan COMSATS University (Pakistan University of Science and Technology) 

signed a strategic cooperation framework agreement in Islamabad. The two parties agreed to deepen strategic cooperation in 

scientific research, conversion of results, and talent exchanges, and work together to seek high-quality development.

'$68�3URMHFW�'HSDUWPHQW�DQG�&206$76�8QLYHUVLW\�VLJQHG�D�FRRSHUDWLRQ�DJUHHPHQW

Ⓚᾬ⽦⥬㜡⣘⍸⋞╪ᾰ妾䲞ήⶼұ㢜㣗䬿ⳂҲ槫䡠Ѭұ㢜㣗䬿ⳂҲ㞡Ⓚᾬ⢚⪌ᾜ⡯ⴐ㜯䟶ᾌ䪰₌底槫䡠Ѭ卦
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Ⓚᾬ⢚⽦⥬㜡⣘㘟㘄ү㢜㣗䬿ⳂҰ

Huawei Pakistan together with Higher Education Commission HEC launched its Seeds for the Future program 2021, it is an 8-day 

long culture and ICT technologies learning program where the nominated 40 brilliant engineering students from Pakistan attended the 

online training together with students from Bahrain.

This is the 7th year Seeds For the Future Program is happening in Pakistan. Out of a pool of more than a 1000 applicants, 40 

engineering students from universities all across Pakistan were nominated by the Higher Education Commission. The aim of the 

program, which has been active in over 130 countries & regions since its inception in Thailand, has been to nurture upcoming STEM 

talent from around the world. As a global ICT market leader, Huawei has taken it upon itself to promote local ICT industries as part of 

development in their operational regions.

+XDZHL�3DNLVWDQ�ODXQFKHG�WKH��WK�6HHGV�IRU�WKH�)XWXUH�3URJUDP
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China Railway Group Limited have held 2 

sessions of specialized training in China for 

Pakistani Railway Technicians On Up-grading 

existing Railway line

ᾟ⡯ᾟ昳Ⓛ␛ᾰ␐ᾖ㢑⽦⥬㜡⣘昳

懅扚ᾟ汊ⶴ◊䦆Ⅰ䕟Ѭ慍妾㝔㡻倱㕂

憑㚫憒㜯⽗㏲㢡⥫崟Ҿᾟ⡯ᾟ昳Ⓛ␛ᾰ

␐ᾖ㢑⽦⥬㜡⣘昳懅扚ᾟ汊ⶴ◊䦆Ⅰ

䕟Ѭ慍妾㝔㡻倱㕂憑㚫憒㜯⽗㏲㢡⥫崟Ҿ

ᾟ昳倶倹⽦⥬㜡⣘ᾟ汊ⶴ◊䦆Ⅰ䕟
&5(&�KHOG�5DLOZD\�7HFKQLFLDQV�WUDLQLQJ�VHVVLRQV�

IIn 2002, Haier built the first air-conditioned 5P enthalpy laboratory in Pakistan. In 2015, A new 10P explosion-proof enthalpy laboratory 

has been built, It's capable of testing all refrigerant such as R410A/R32/R290 and the certification of the Pakistani national certification 

board (PNAC) for the first time in 2019 can be used to authorize sampling tests on the performance of air conditioning products.

The establishment of this laboratory means the establishment of Pakistan air conditioning energy efficiency standard system. 

Cooperate with local government to guide products to develop towards high energy efficiency and energy saving, and provide test 

guarantee and energy efficiency certificate for the implementation of Pakistan national energy efficiency label;

Moreover, the test report issued by Haier Enthalpy Difference Laboratory accredited by PNAC has been recognized by MRA members 

in more than 70 countries worldwide, laying a solid foundation for the development of foreign export business for various enterprises.
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㻩ⶆぬ䰽䲞ὲᾜ䯬嵵 �3䊅⽠ⴐ毾ⴖ
)LUVW�DLU�FRQGLWLRQHU��S�HQWKDOS\�ODERUDWRU\

inauguration done by Minister of Science and Technology Mr. Fawad Choudhery.
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CSCEC Pakistan is actively creating a culture of "One Road, one home". We held various social activities with Pakistan on grand 

festivals such as Eid al-Fitr, Independence Day and Eid al-Adha. By exchanging gifts, experiencing each other's customs, sports 

competitions and other means, we will build a "big family" of Employees of China and Pakistan and promote people-to-people ties 

through road connectivity.

&6&(&�PDLQWDLQ��2QH�5RDG��2QH�+RPH��&XOWXUH

Chinese and Pakistani employees celebrate New Year

Attend Pakistan Independence Day Celebrations CSCEC PKM Project Night Running Activity

ᾟ⽦◊⽗⋣⿸㜢

┴␒䑞䰽㝗⿸䫏㺭␚ 引◥⪎彃㺭␚

㸑憌壿╺ҹ㖟ぬ┽嵼㧗㧳
,QWHJUDWLRQ�EXLOG�IULHQGVKLS�EULGJH

⽦⥬㜡⣘䁚⃥剎ύ㢑槫䡠䔢⢬⽤亡崓⎍憒ⶣᾌ⸉₿ ���� ⪌ᾜҾ⽗ὼ⸉⎿⳻㔄⥫崟Ѭ⽗愹䭽ᾟ䚚ᾟ⡯槸䕟栁㝨

㑹⥫崟Ҿ⥫⋭Ὸ⪙捁䟶㢚⽗һ䙘⽗һ昔䲽⽗һ㶦䚧⽗һ㔗倱⽗һ䉼⽗һ廩挿⽗Ҿ⢚槫䡠㏙妾愹䭽ᾟѬ槫䡠㏙妾⡔枑偁

⾪┴ᾀヅ⢢䟶䔡⧵⅏㐖⽗Ѭ����  � 㡺 �� 㝗ᾀᾌᾭ⋣╾ひ㩿㦃㺭␚Ҿ

☺䚧⡯枷ᾰ␐⪌ホ壿╺㺭␚

HEI has created over 3000 jobs in BQPS III Project. The workers receive pre-job trainings and on-job trainings and instructions from 

the Chinese team leaders are ongoing during work. A large number of woodworkers, bricklayers, steel workers, plumbers, electricians, 

welders, and crane workers are trained. During Project implementation, Chinese team often participates in the local environmental 

protection activities and planted trees together with the Owner on April 15, 2021.

+(,�RUJDQL]H�WUHH�SODQWLQJ�DFWLYLW\

New Year Evening

Plant Trees

㜢㟌₌

㩿㦃
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Congratulations on the success of Cricket Tournament on 12 Oct. held by PowerChina, PowerChina provides investment and 

construction for wind farm projects with total capacity 1,139.5MW and delivers 3.67 billion kw•h of green electricity per year.

3RZHUFKLQD�KROG�&ULFNHW�/HDJXH

2332 ⬽债卦␍ 㚡㑳㢞⢢㛹⒈判´ᾌ╃Ѭ慐偟⪌㞡⽦⥬㜡⣘

廷候㣱䕵准廍ҡ3DNLVWDQ�6XSHU�/HDJXH��36/Ң䟶ⴊ㜫廐␛⚸Ѭ⁗┼⩹╉

㢞⢢惭✎䎣䟶㾪㎁ҫҫ偏⢢㶴䚑ҡ3OD\HU8QNQRZQ
V�%DWWOHJURXQGV��

38%*Ң䟶ⴊ㜫廐␛⚸Ҿ

2332㚡㑳ヅ⢢判´ᾌ╃

OPPO is also committed to support the development of local culture and sports 

and has been the Official Mobile Partner for Pakistan Super League Tournament 

(PSL) as well as the popular mobile game PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds (PUBG) for 

consecutive years.

2332�VXSSRUW�VSRUWV�VHUYLQJ�DV�RŃFLHU�VSRQVRU�RI�36/
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Prospects to promote
sustainable development

outlook for the sustainable developmen of APCEA

Take a view of present business environment, many Chinese 

companies from various industries are investing in Pakistan, 

win-win is the main theme. However, challenges such as 

slow policy implementation, low approval efficiency, tax risks 

and high financial costs are impacting on the sustainable 

development of China-Pakistan business & investment 

cooperation.

低婛Ấ炱㟾劃⒝壥ẳᾰ⦳Ệ川ᾚẳ⟁⺍⢓㙈⟿
㌮川∍ẳ炱⒡∊巻㛈Ổ㙤〤炱̔͂ Ỹ㯼査ọ㗘䯯哖⟉ㇻϙ
ⰺ㌒㗡䐠ῧϙ䪧⌺楧朂┥扪堦㊩㟅歱䯢㎪㊱炱Ệ⺍㌮川
⒡ϙ佨巑〙㟾⒈㎚來⑪ⳮ愆惠䜝曔⌴Ầⱒゖ婟Ϛ
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Since the launch of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor in 2013, with the strong promotion of the two governments and the hard efforts 

of the builders, it has made great achievements, greatly promoted the local economic development and brought tangible benefits to 

the people. We are gratified and proud and confident to the future.

At the third "Belt and Road" Construction Forum, General Secretary Xi Jinping further emphasized the development goals of "high 

standards, sustainable and benefiting people's livelihood" . Prime Minister Imran Khan has also repeatedly raised higher requirements 

for support and services for the construction of the CPEC. In order to ensure the development goals and tasks put forward by the 

two heads of the states, all the builders, operators and managers of the CPEC should make persistent efforts to create a better 

construction and business environment, attract more foreign investment, and further promote the development of CPEC:

1. Further improve laws and regulations to provide a better legal guarantee for investment and operation. CPEC construction, especially 

the park projects such as the Special Economic Zone Free Zone, we don’t only need perfect legal systems, but also effective 

implement these systems in practical operation. Investment and business operators should also strengthen their understanding of local 

laws and regulations, and operate in strict accordance with the law.

Zhang Baozhong
Chairman of China Overseas Ports 
Holding Comapny Limited

䓎⥂⚥���袙✲�
⚥㕂嵳㢪度〡䱽肅
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further improve work efficiency and provide more convenient service for the projects. Today's world economy, science and technology 

and society develops rapidly, the builders should always maintain the spirit of work and complete the tasks entrusted by the two 

governments with high efficiency, high quality. The government and managers should pay attention to improving work efficiency, 

simplify the approval process, and try to create convenient and fast operating conditions for the construction of CPEC.

With the strong promotion of the two governments and the strong support of the two peoples, we have the determination and 

confidence to build CPEC more and more beautiful!

2. Further improve the financial system to provide more convenient financial services for foreign capital operation. Capital and foreign 

exchange circulation is the lifeblood of the investment and operation of all enterprises. In order to better attract foreign investment, we 

should be committed to establishing a complete set of financial foreign exchange management system that is in line with international 

standards, adapt to the investment attraction and enterprise operation in the park, and avoid non-operational losses of investors to the 

greatest extent.

3. Further improve the infrastructure construction, to provide the necessary production and living conditions for the enterprise operation. 

In order to ensure the smooth implementation of all CPEC projects, the infrastructure constructions, such as water and power supply, 

communication and network connection, etc. should be further improved.
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In order to further improve Pakistan-China relations and to strengthen the "all-weather strategic partnership" between the two 

countries, in 2015, "China-Pakistan Economic Corridor" was launched with remarkably steady progress. The construction of this project 

provided massive opportunities for Chinese companies to invest in Pakistan's business – which rapidly grew year by year. This infused 

a relatively new vitality in the local economy which led both to the swift development of bilateral investment and trade as well as to 

enable Pakistan better integrate into global economy.  

The General Situation of Chinese Enterprises

According to incomplete statistics, the total number of Chinese enterprises in Pakistan has reached almost 400, with a total investment 

of over 25 billion USD. These enterprises cover an extensive range of fields including: Energy and Power, Infrastructure, Finance, 

Communications, Mining, Automobiles, Home appliances, Textile, and Agriculture, etc. They directly employ about 35,000 people and 

indirectly support over 100,000 jobs. Moreover, the total amount of tax paid locally in 2020 was about 18 billion PKR.  

WANG Jie
Country Manager & CEO
Bank of China Limited Pakistan 
Operations
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These Chinese companies have, indeed, played a major role. The 13 energy projects already in production or under construction have 

a total investment of about us $14 billion and a total installed capacity of 7.24 million KW – that have been put into operation or are 

under construction. Chinese financial companies, such as the Bank of China, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and The 

China-Pakistan Investment Corporation, have invested more than $300 million in total capital to provide global financial services to 

the local market. Furthermore, in the fields of Household appliances, Automobiles, Mobile phones and Chemicals, many Chinese multi-

nationals have set up regional production bases in Pakistan. Agricultural cooperation has also yielded productive results. Projects of 

Pepper-planting as well as its massive orders are progressing smoothly. In addition to this, positive developments are being made to 

set-up Dairy Processing plants, Animal Disease vaccine production lines and Foot-and-Mouth disease-free areas.  

Chinese companies have taken the initiative to fulfill their social responsibility towards the people of Pakistan by supporting education, 

COVID-19 resistance, environmental protection as well as the livelihood of people. In particular, during the pandemic, a large number of 

Chinese companies donated money and protective items – worth $2 million – to the local communities. 
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Challenges in Pakistan

According to All-Pakistan Chinese Enterprises’ Association’s (APECA) internal research and corporate responses, the overall business 

environment in Pakistan has improved greatly over the recent years. However, there are still some challenges faced in the daily 

operation of enterprises, which are highlighted in the following aspects:  

1.Personal safety of the employees is the biggest challenge.

In the recent years, terrorist attacks against the Chinese have occurred occasionally, resulting in some serious consequences. In 

particular, the terrorist attacks on the Dasu Project and the Gwadar East Bay Expressway took place as recent as the middle of 

this year. What only adds to the gravity of this situation is that these terrorist organizations and forces are still active, which adds 

enormously to the insecurity and pressure on Chinese enterprises operating nationwide. 
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Background

Pakistan has always had high expectations from China and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is based on the last seven 

decades of strategic friendship between the two countries. This time-tested relationship has been associated with mega economic 

development initiatives such as the CPEC, which is a sponsored package from China to Pakistan, since 2015. This development 

initiative will be implemented in three phases till 2030. While the early phases focused on power generation and transportation 

infrastructure projects, the later phases target the development of industrial zones and the inclusion of new sectors, such as 

Agriculture, Science and Technology and Information Technology, in CPEC.

The sustainability of mega infrastructure projects is incumbent on the industrial development of an economy. Only an industrialized 

nation is capable of using surplus electricity capacity, idle 4-6 lane high speed motorways, a deep seaport, and the world’s largest raw 

material reserves optimally.

There is no doubt that China intends to facilitate Pakistan in overcoming major bottlenecks, which pertain to energy and efficient 

transportation networks, from its economy. These projects are being implemented under the policies of the Government of Pakistan, 

such as the Independent Power Producers (IPPs) policies of the Private Power Infrastructure Board (PPIB), the Electricity Tariff 

Approval regimes of the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA), and the Execution of road and mass transit projects as 

per the standard Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contracts. It should be noted that there was a shortage of local 

as well as foreign investors in Pakistan in 2013. Only China was willing to invest in the development of the country. CPEC provided 

a sustainable opportunity to Pakistan, which can be viewed through the lens of macro and micro-economic indicators. For instance, 

Pakistan’s average GDP from 2014-2018 had a value of roughly 5 percent, 75,000 local direct jobs were created in the country, 

millions of dollars were paid to tax collection authorities, hundreds of local engineers were sent to China—to obtain training in new 

operating technologies, 25 percent or 5,300MW of the country’s energy was being generated by CPEC IPP’s with zero tripping, over 

800KM of optical fiber connectivity was provided to the IT sector, hundreds of of kilometers of motorways were constructed, and other 

socioeconomic development packages were invested in. However, Pakistan failed to utilize these initiatives due to the slow population 

of three fast track special economic zones under CPEC.

Challenges 

There is a lack of coherence amongst governmental authorities and within approved policies. For instance, the Cabinet of Pakistan 

has extended the Commercial Operation Date of the 660KV HVDC Matiari-Lahore Transmission Line Project from March 2021 to 

September 2021, without taking NEPRA, the regulator, on board. This has negatively impacted the ability of the company to obtain its 

pre-COD tariff payments from NEPRA. Moreover, after 70 percent construction of the 884MW Suki-Kinari Hydropower Project (HPP) 

was completed, the provincial government changed some regulations which resulted in opposition from lenders and threatened to 

delay the remaining project. Furthermore, the 720MW Karot HPP was given a different ratio of provincial services tax. In addition, 

the 700.7MW Azad Pattan HPP is subject to delayed decision making since the previous two years, courtesy of the same provincial 
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2.Tax inspection, tax disputes protracted.

It has been observed that many enterprises encounter rather frequent Tax/Duty department inspections, It affects the normal operation 

of enterprises.In addition, some enterprises encounter unreasonable taxation, additional increase in enterprise tax.However, tax dispute 

settlements require a long time, which further increases the expenditures of such enterprises. 

3. There are many foreign exchange examination and approval procedures, and lack of foreign exchange risk management products.

Enterprises reflect that there are extensive approval procedures for foreign exchange payment, and it takes up a lot of time. Some of 

the required application materials are objectively difficult to obtain. In recent years, the value of Pakistani Rupee has had its ups and 

downs, but there is a lack of Foreign Exchange Hedging Products in the market, and many enterprises suffer from foreign exchange 

losses caused by non-operation.

Based on the above stated views pertaining to the challenges encountered by Chinese enterprises, we suggest that the Pakistani 

government – while observing the principles of long-term development – continues to crack down on Terrorism. In formulating and 

implementing tax and foreign exchange policies and regulations, The government may listen to the voice of enterprises, simplify 

government work procedures, improve efficiency, and constantly improve the external environment for enterprise development.

7KH�8UJHQW�1HHG�IRU�&3(&�5HODWHG�5HIRUPV�LQ�3DNLVWDQ�

Mr. Mustafa Hyder Sayed
Executive Director
Pakistan China Institute
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government. The 1124MW Kohala HPP is also facing challenges from NEPRA. Certain conditions for the Kohala HPP were agreed upon 

with the Cabinet of Pakistan but were not finalized with NEPRA. Issues of adoption of a 1% fixed and final Withholding tax on offshore 

procurement contracts have arisen since 2019. In addition, the Withholding tax on shareholders dividends has been increased four-fold 

by the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) via the Finance Act of 2019. Century Steels has failed to obtain electricity connection for over 

a year in a prominent special economic zone.  Special economic zones in other developing countries such as Ethiopia and Cambodia 

have already stared exports, while the three fast track special economic zones of CPEC are still facing regulatory and utility provision 

issues. Residents and industries of Gwadar, which is known as the Heart of CPEC, still lack access to water, electricity, and gas. Even 

though Pakistan is trying to export high quantities of "low hanging fruit" to China, but it has been unable to develop a sustainable supply 

chain for Chili, Meat, Mango, Nuts etc.

There is an insufficient branding of CPEC projects via factual dissemination campaigns in Pakistan. The country should focus on 

showcasing the unique selling proposition of these projects to attract greater investments from Chinese firms in the private sector, 

rather than confusing its own people regarding the financial sustainability of CPEC. “The Chinese ‘Debt Trap’ is a Myth,” which was 

an article published by The Atlantic on 6th February 2021, refuted claims that China invests in developing countries with the motive 

of taking over their assets when developing countries default on their loan payments. Similarly, recent statistics state that Pakistan’s 

external debt has a value of roughly $122 billion, out of which only $6 billion—or mere 5 percent of the total—is owed to China. This 

clearly demonstrates that there is no issue of Chinese debt management. 

The Way Forward 

If Pakistan wants to obtain further investments from China, it needs to implement the following measures: 

1)It should realize that investors aim to generate profit, rather than provide donations and grants to Pakistan.

2)It should immediately resolve all recovery issues of CPEC Projects, including energy and infrastructure projects, since this will give 

confidence to SINOSURE for early clearance of ongoing projects and will boost the morale of new investors.

3)It should focus on structural reforms in the energy sector by utilizing advanced technologies such as Advance Metering Interface (AMI), 

Smart Micro and Macro Grid Systems, and Low Transmission and Distribution Losses HVDC Lines etc.

4)Pakistan provides some incentives to potential and current investors in Special Economic Zones, but they need to be revised to 

make them competitive across the region.

5)Pakistan needs to formulate and execute a robust regulatory mechanism which will enable management/development companies of 

Special Economic Zones to operate in an efficient and effective way, for early population of industry. 

6)Pakistan should ensure that the early development of Special Economic Zones occurs in a "plug and play" environment.

7)Pakistan should develop a sustainable B2B policy for investments in new sectors such as Agriculture, Science and Technology, 

Information Technology, and Tourism.

8)One empowered governance structure should be set up to replace the multiple facilitation centers which have been established by 

Federal and provincial governments and are proving ineffective. 

9)Pakistani and Chinese governments should focus on the efficient and effective development of Gwadar through expediting the 

availability of water, gas, and electricity.

10)Pakistan needs to focus on developing two-way contacts for private businesses and on establishing sustainable supply chains for 

exporting agricultural, dairy, and other products to China. 

11)Pakistan and China should establish an accountable advisory council/board for steering CPEC projects at the macro level.

12)Pakistan needs to set up efficient and state of the art physical trade facilitation centers at Khunjerab, Gwadar Port and Karachi 

Port.

13)Pakistan needs to develop a profit repatriation and technology transfer strategy which is internationally validated and certified for 

foreign investors, in order to boost their confidence.

14)Pakistan should engage with Afghanistan and Central Asian States markets and link them with Chinese global value chains, thereby 

acting as a transit bridge.

In nutshell, Pakistan’s economy needs large amounts of foreign inflows to survive. The country needs to address the hurdles which are 

shaking the confidence of existing investors, and negatively impacting new investors, on a priority basis. 
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The economic relations between China and Pakistan have improved tremendously due to the flagship China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC). However, in recent times the CPEC has faced some delays in the execution of several development projects. The 

growing insecurity and somewhat unfavourable atmosphere has affected the Chinese investment in Pakistan.  CPEC (current worth of 

$62 billion) was officially launched in April 2015 when the Chinese premier Xi Jinping visited Pakistan. The series of projects included 

in CPEC aim to upgrade Pakistan’s infrastructure and strengthen its economy by building road networks and Special Economic Zones 

(SEZs), while providing trade routes connecting China with rest of the world.This insecurity has remained to be a prominent obstacle 

in the development of projects under CPEC.The attack on Chinese consulate in 2018, the siege of Pearl Continental hotel in 2019, 

the storming of Stock Exchange, and the attack on Chinese engineers in Dasu Dam in 2021 have created a sense of fear among the 

Chinese investors. 

Pakistan can take several steps in order to create a favourable and safe environment for Chinese enterprises operating in Pakistan. 

Firstly, we can learn from the experience of China in the development of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) since we have entered into 

phase IIof the project where medium-term projects like SEZs will be implemented. So far, four SEZs are under construction and five 

are in pipeline. We can expand our cooperation with China in this domain by identifying the SEZs in the following terms:

They will enable experimentation with market-oriented reforms and may serve as a catalyst for more efficient resource allocation on 

both the domestic and international levels. They will also deepen economic opening by attracting international capital, technology, and 

technical and managerial expertise, stimulating industrial development and increasing Pakistan's integration into the global economy, 

similar to what China has accomplished through SEZs. Another relevant aspect that can be opted in SEZs is the adaptation of different 

models for management. These include:

a) Administrative management, in which managerial functions are performed by government-established administrative bodies

b) Administrative committee management, in which management is performed by government-appointed committees

c) Joint management by SEZ partners and government-established administrative bodies

%XVLQHVV�(QYLURQPHQW�IRU�&KLQHVH�(QWHUSULVHV Secondly, Pakistan can promote Chinese business prospects in Gwadar, Gaddani, and Karachi. This owes to the factthat one of the 

key reasons for Chinese investment in CPEC is to connect the Xinjiang province to the rest of the world via commercial channels in 

Pakistan. The government currently offers enormous chances and incentives to foreign businesses in Gwadar. Hence, the Chinese 

investors can carry out business activities in Pakistan while simultaneously connecting to the rest of the world.

Thirdly, we should adopt two-prong strategies in terms of enhancing Chinese cooperation: first, by acquiring Chinese investment in 

tourism infrastructure development and second, by attracting Chinese tourists in Pakistan. The development of tourism industry and 

its infrastructure can be of greatly encourage economic ventures with the Chinese enterprises. In consistence with this, the Punjab 

government has already developed its plan for a new tourist attraction called 'Panj Peer’.

Furthermore, Pakistan can attract Chinese tourists since China's economy was dramatically reformed and opened up, an increasing 

number of Chinese residents have travelled abroad to visit, travel, and explore. According to the China Tourism Research Institute, 

China's outbound tourism boom continued in 2016, owing to increased wealth and visitor consumption, as well as visa, flight, and 

other convenient considerations. China's outbound tourists surpassed 122 million in 2016, up 4.3 percent from 117 million in 2015. 

China has consistently ranked first in terms of outbound tourists in the world. The country's attractions include Indus Valley Civilization 

ruins like Mohenjodaro, Harappa, and Taxila, as well as Himalayan ski resorts. Pakistan has several mountains exceeding 7000 m, 

attracting adventurers and climbers from all over, especially K2. The Hunza and Chitral valleys are home to a small pre-Islamic Kalash 

community. UNESCO has designated six cultural sites in Pakistan as World Heritage Sites:

Mohenjodaro Archaeological Ruins、Taxila's ruins、Rohtas's old fort、Kabule-Gate、Lahore Fort and Shalimar Gardens、1st Century 

Buddhist Ruins at Takht-i-Bahi and Sahr-i-Bahlol 、Historic Monuments of Thatta

Another area that could attract Chinese to Pakistan is to persuade them to open 'Model China Towns' in several cities around the 

country, notably in Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi. The Chinese can demonstrate Pakistanis their past, present, and future in person. 

We will be able to achieve people-to-people contact and domestic tourism in Pakistan in this manner. It will also serve as a venue for 

cross-cultural exchange. As a result, the societal and cultural ties between the two nations will be strengthened.

Fourthly, the government can also provide a safe atmosphere to the Chinese investors by removing the grudges of local communities 

concerning CPEC. The minorities in Pakistan have long complained that their share is threatened by the federal and the major 

provinces. The Baloch and Pashtun communities of Baluchistan claim that they are denied of their basic rights   in the grand scheme 

of CPEC. This has led to the delay in some of the projects as mentioned before. By engaging with the ethnic and religious minorities, 

the Federal government can create a safe atmosphere for Chinese investors while encouraging local investment. 

Last but not the least; the need for foreign investment is vital to the high-tech zone area. In 2021, the current government began work 

on the establishment of high-tech zones. This area presents significant opportunities for Chinese firms to invest in Pakistan in order to 

spur innovation and economic growth. This year, Pakistan established the Special Technology Zone Authority (STZA).

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a once-in-a-generation opportunity for both countries. Pakistan should guarantee a safe 

environment for Chinese investment and boost economic activity by easing political and security constraints. The national government 

should also address minorities' concerns to ensure the projects are completed smoothly and on time. China and Pakistan should 

collaborate on SEZ development, Chinese tourism promotion in Pakistan, and Chinese investment in tourist infrastructure development 

in Pakistan. Pakistan can become a key-market for Chinese investment and enterprises by addressing the aforementioned challenges 

which will serve to benefit both China as well as Pakistan.
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China-Pakistan cooperation adhere to the principles of consultation, contribution, shared benefits and sustainable development. 

The CPEC has now entered a new stage with more diversified contents and a booming industrial cooperation as its focus. 

Againstsuchbackdropandtrend, we believe that the local business environment will immensely improve, and so will the extensive 

development of Chinese enterprises in Pakistan.  
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APCEA sustainable development cases selection adhere to ISO26000, GRI standards and other international social responsibility 

standards, national policy requirements, public opinion concerns, industry trends and corporate development planning, to form a topic 

pool. According to the two dimensions of "importance to APCEA and "importance to external stakeholders", the order of importance of 

topics is ranked, and finally the issue matrix is determined.
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